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The Near-death Experience 1996
this is the most comprehensive collection of cases
and interpretations of near death experiences ndes
ever assembled a broad range of disciplines are
encompassed including psychology philosophy and
religion

Lessons from the Light 2024-07-08
no other researcher has been able to transmit to
the rest of us the true meaning and impact of near
death phenomena for the planet bruce greyson md
bestselling author of after a major contribution
that offers a wealth of case materials together
with balanced and insightful commentary raymond a
moody phd bestselling author of life after life
while providing many remarkable accounts of near
death experiences ndes lessons from the light is
much more than an inspiring collection of ndes in
clear language the practical lessons for living
and dying are to be found from the study of these
experiences written by one of the foremost
authorities on ndes lessons from the light is a
book for those looking to gain knowledge and
wisdom to enhance their own lives by incorporating
the insights stemming from what many people have
come to believe is the ultimate spiritual
experience although lessons from the light
recounts many moving stories of ndes it is not
just another book filled with inspiring
testimonies it includes helpful guidance and
practical exercises concerning how readers can
make use of this knowledge to live with greater



self insight self compassion and concern for
others as well as be better prepared for death
dying and bereavement readers can easily apply
what they have learned to their own lives and
absorb and internalize these lessons from the
light in such a way as to lead to deep personal
and spiritual transformation this edition replaces
the previous edition isbn 978 1 930491 11 3 and
contains a new postscript by the author

The Near-Death Experience 1994
bridging the gap between science and spirituality
this volume offers a dramatic and sustained
response to decades of research into near death
experiences

Religion, Spirituality, and the
Near-death Experience 2003
a classic about children and near death
experiencesnear death experiences or nde is a term
used to describe a mystical experiences that
happens to people who have been declared
clinically dead only to return to life extensive
polls reveal an estimated seventeen percent of
those who almost die have ndes which some say are
glimpses into the next world morse s studies have
proven the existence of ndes science tells only
half the story about life beyond death and the
human soul children who have come very close to
death the children of light tell the rest this is
what they have told dr morse i have a wonderful



secret to tell you i have been climbing a
staircase to heaven i just wanted to get to that
light forget my body forget everything i just
wanted to get to that light i was told that life
is painful and that i had to go back anyway there
were a lot of good things in that light i heard a
voice say go back bobby you have a job to do there
as a beautiful light that had everything good in
it for about a week i could see sparkles of the
light in everything before falling asleep at night
i could see that light i learned that everything
in lie is connected and that if you hurt something
you hurt everything i wasn t afraid to live again
because i knew that someday i would be with that
light you ll see heaven is fun closer to the light
is a culmination of dr morse s extensive research
on children and the existence of the soul

Closer to the Light 2023-07-22
in consciousness beyond life the internationally
renowned cardiologist dr pim van lommel offers
ground breaking research into whether or not our
consciousness survives the death of our body if
you enjoy books about near death experiences such
as those by raymond moody jeffrey long and james
van praagh watch televisions shows like
ghosthunters touched by an angel and ghost
whisperer or are interested in works that explore
the intersection of faith and science such as
spiritual brain signature in the cell and when
science meets religion you ll find much to ponder
in consciousness beyond life



Consciousness Beyond Life
2010-06-08
heading toward omega breaks new ground in near
death studies by focusing on the meaning of the
near death experience for the survivor and for
human evolution a near death experience or nde
which an estimated eight million americans have
had occurs when a person is clinically dead but
then survives and reports such phenomena as
floating out of the body entering a dark tunnel
reviewing a life panorama and encountering a
brilliant white light such accounts have been
described in best sellers by raymond a moody and
elisabeth kübler ross and in kenneth ring s
previous book life at death they were documented
for the first time dr ring s intensive three year
search for the meaning of the near death
experience has been pursued through both
scientifically designed questionnaires completed
by hundreds of experiencers and wide ranging
interviews many with persons who have reported
unusually deep ndes from which he quotes
frequently and copiously from this study emerges a
provocative pattern of very positive changes in
outlook values and behavior following a near death
experience often a complete transformation of
personality dr ring also finds that ndes are often
powerful catalysts for spiritual awakening and
psychic development moreover deep ndes frequently
include strikingly similar visions of our
planetary future the depth and consistency of
these life transformations as well as the apparent



widespread and increasing incidence of the nde
itself lead dr ring to a startling conclusion near
death experiences may be part of an evolutionary
thrust toward higher consciousness for all
humanity thus they may foreshadow the birth of a
new planetary consciousness as we head toward
omega the final goal of human evolution front and
back flaps

Heading Toward Omega 1984
the author compares near death experiences from
all over the world revealing their similarities as
well as their differences

Coming Back to Life 1988
the scientific evidence for life after death
explains why near death experiences ndes offer
evidence of an afterlife and discredits the
psychological and physiological explanations for
them challenges materialist arguments against
consciousness surviving death examines ancient and
modern accounts of ndes from around the world
including china india and many from tribal
societies such as the native american and the
maori predating all organized religion the belief
in an afterlife is fundamental to the human
experience and dates back at least to the
neanderthals by the mid 19th century however
spurred by the progress of science many people
began to question the existence of an afterlife
and the doctrine of materialism which believes
that consciousness is a creation of the brain



began to spread now using scientific evidence
chris carter challenges materialist arguments
against consciousness surviving death and shows
how near death experiences ndes may truly provide
a glimpse of an awaiting afterlife using evidence
from scientific studies quantum mechanics and
consciousness research carter reveals how
consciousness does not depend on the brain and may
in fact survive the death of our bodies examining
ancient and modern accounts of ndes from around
the world including china india and tribal
societies such as the native american and the
maori he explains how ndes provide evidence of
consciousness surviving the death of our bodies he
looks at the many psychological and physiological
explanations for ndes raised by skeptics such as
stress birth memories or oxygen starvation and
clearly shows why each of them fails to truly
explain the nde exploring the similarities between
ndes and visions experienced during actual death
and the intersection of physics and consciousness
carter uncovers the truth about mind matter and
life after death

Experiences Near Death 1996
an enthralling study of the far reaching positive
effects of near death experiences a well written
and thought provoking book anita moorjani author
of dying to be me near death experiences ndes are
often transformative not only on an individual
level but on a collective level too this book
contains a selection of inspiring stories from
ordinary people whose extraordinary experiences



have changed the course and direction of their
lives opening each and every one of them to the
power of divine love recent years have seen a
dramatic change of attitude towards ndes
unfortunately the ongoing debates about ndes have
detracted greatly from their transformational
effects and how empowering they can be for the
whole of mankind for those who experience them
ndes often instill the knowledge that we are all
interconnected and part of one great whole this
book aims to inspire people from all walks of life
creeds cultures and faiths to the transformational
power of the message of ndes and to show how the
love experienced during the nde has the capacity
to heal minds bodies and souls

Science and the Near-Death
Experience 2010-08-23
this is the fourth book in a fascinating series
which follows the longest and most well documented
case of interaction between aliens and human
beings

The Transformative Power of Near-
Death Experiences 2017-11-14
the near death experience is a life changing event
survivors of near death return to earth secure in
the knowledge that consciousness endures in a
world even more real than this one they speak of
visiting a place of indescribable beauty and of
being engulfed by a love that defies description



upon their return survivors are not the same
person they were before their nde they are more
tolerant and kind they seek to emulate the love
they felt on the other side almost all lose their
fear of death as wonderful and as life changing as
these experiences are however they ve only been
experienced by 5 of the population which leaves
the rest of us out in the cold but we don t have
to remain in the cold as i was reading about the
changes in the lives of nde survivors it occurred
to me that their stories were having an effect on
me too just by reading about them i discovered
that i was subtly changing for the better it was
becoming a little easier to be tolerant and
understanding patience and forgiveness were coming
more readily i was slowly losing my fear of death
and that s when i had an epiphany if an nde can
transform a life maybe i can make some much needed
changes in my life too but without having to go
through the trauma of dying i realized that i don
t have to die to learn from those who have that s
the essence of death therapy benefitting from the
near death experiences of others without the
inconvenience of dying ourselves so join me in
therapy death therapy it s a guaranteed cure

The Watchers II 1995
carolyn v reid had a near death experience on
thanksgiving day of 2011 her encounter brought
about a new awareness that enlightened and
inspired her in ways she could only express
through living a life of gratitude if you want to
alter or become an active participant in your



destiny this book will enhance and deepen your
understanding of consciousness spiritual awakening
and transformation from back cover

Death Therapy 2019-01-15
as we move away from worn out dogma from both the
religious and scientific realms toward a
contemporary synthesis of understanding about our
existence christophor s refreshing and
comprehensive analysis of major religions in light
of the profound lessons from numerous nde
journeyers offers a rich new tapestry of
understanding that i find most valuable

Stay or Go 2013-08
learn what happens in the profound near death
experience that may really happen to you when you
die what if you could find peace of mind in the
face of inevitable death what if you could gain
assurance that a world of light and a being of
light awaits you when you die how does near death
experience out of the darkness into the light
reflect what happens to persons who have had a
profound near death experience that may really
happen to me when i die as the title suggests this
e book audio book is an account of the near death
experience that presents an overview of what this
experience is as reported in several major studies
the near death experience has been documented at
length and in detail in the books listed in the
bibliography and this is far from being an
exhaustive listing as you read the e book or



listen to the audio book you will find that i
agree with melvin morse m d that near death
experiences are simply natural signs not
paranormal that many scientists continue to ignore
until october 2 2015 my study of near death
experiences in search of the light was primarily
on the research of raymond moody m d melvin morse
m d pim van lommel m d kenneth ring ph d and bruce
greyson m d who developed a list of nine stages of
the near death experience that list plus eadie s
twelve stages points in her personal near death
experience was the focus of my search for the
light in the near death experience then i came
across j steve miller s website character
education info i saw his book near death
experiences as evidence for the existence of god
and heaven his presentation of dr pim van lommel s
in a dutch hospital is included in the book during
the same search to update my near death
information i found a researcher i was totally
unacquainted with p m h atwater who had been
actively engaged in near death research since 1978
she used an interview technique based on police
investigations learned from her father there are 3
000 adult experiencers and 277 child experiencers
in her research base read chapter two of her 2011
near death experiences the rest of the story for
the details she discovered four distinctive
patterns of the near death experience these are
presented in the e book audio book atwater had
never heard of raymond moody or his book until
kenneth ring told her about them in 1981 naturally
i came to look at the near death phenomenon both
the experience and its after effects in a



different manner than the cohorts i had yet to
meet

The Essence of Religions 2013-03
death is the only certainty in life yet many
people shy away from thinking about it until
something drastic happens such as the diagnosis of
a life threatening illness or the sudden death of
a loved one which can throw us into turmoil yet
paradoxically contemplating death and the
frequently experienced phenomenon of near death
experiences ndes which are so little recognised
and supported within the traditional medical
environment can really help alter our relationship
with death and release us from the fear that often
surrounds it after an insightful introduction
about why the subject of ndes is so worth
exploring each chapter in this book addresses a
key question what are the characteristics of an
nde and are there different types are all nde
experiences pleasant or can some be distressing
who has ndes and under what circumstances do they
occur how do they affect the people who have them
and how can this change their lives how can ndes
be scientifically explained aren t they just
hallucinations what can we learn from ndes and can
they change our attitude to life and death can a
greater understanding of ndes lead to an evolution
in our consciousness and an enhanced sense of
spirituality as such this book really brings
readers on an exploratory journey through the
world of ndes challenging preconceptions about
what they are and the impact they can have



encouraging us to accept and feel empowered by
death rather than living in fear of it and giving
us useful insights about life along the way

Near-Death Experience 2018-10-24
is there life after death is it even possible to
know for sure dr emerick sewell s book a
sensational account of his near death experience
had taken the world by storm when it was released
but when one of his readers overdosed on pills in
order to be reunited with her dead husband her
family blames dr sewell and files suit against his
better judgment thaddeus murfee swallows his
cynicism and takes the case as his research begins
to bring new evidence to light his disbelief
slowly melts away and leaves him questioning
everything

What is A Near-Death Experience?
2016-06-16
in 1977 p m h atwater had an experience that
changed her life she died or rather she almost
died like millions of other people around the
world she had survived a near death experience nde
compelled to share this experience with others she
wrote coming back to life an account that became
an instant sensation and is now considered a
classic on the subject of nde



The Near Death Experience
2018-06-10
examines the changes that take place in people who
have had near death experiences

Coming Back to Life 2001
in this remarkable book fenimore describes one
life haunted by abuse and despair that led to the
suicide she thought would give her peace instead
she entered a realm of terrifying darkness beyond
the darkness is unique in the near death
literature because it is the only full length
account of a descent into hell

Transformed by the Light 1992
the world s leading expert on near death
experiences reveals his journey toward rethinking
the nature of death life and the continuity of
consciousness cases of remarkable experiences on
the threshold of death have been reported since
ancient times and are described today by 10 of
people whose hearts stop the medical world has
generally ignored these near death experiences
dismissing them as tricks of the brain or wishful
thinking but after his patients started describing
events that he could not just sweep under the rug
dr bruce greyson began to investigate as a
physician without a religious belief system he
approached near death experiences from a
scientific perspective in after he shares the



transformative lessons he has learned over four
decades of research our culture has tended to view
dying as the end of our consciousness the end of
our existence a dreaded prospect that for many
people evokes fear and anxiety but dr greyson
shows how scientific revelations about the dying
process can support an alternative theory dying
could be the threshold between one form of
consciousness and another not an ending but a
transition this new perspective on the nature of
death can transform the fear of dying that
pervades our culture into a healthy view of it as
one more milestone in the course of our lives
after challenges us to open our minds to these
experiences and to what they can teach us and in
so doing expand our understanding of consciousness
and of what it means to be human

Beyond the Darkness 1996
bill s vandenbush s account of overcoming
tremendous odds during the vietnam war and near
death experiences which led to his spiritual
awakening and a purpose in life

Glimpses of Heaven 1996
a near death experience nde is a phenomenon
whereby powerful physical and emotional sensations
and visions are experienced by someone who is
either close to death or has been declared
clinically dead this is a guide to the theory and
evidence underlying the phenomenon of ndes



After 2021-03-02
hello my name is robert and i haven t been dead
for sixty three days now if he hadn t bought those
crummy towels rob would be six feet under but his
poor shopping sense accidentally set off a
convoluted chain of events that meant he lived
when all those others died in the pub explosion
okay maybe it wasn t the ugly towels that saved
his life perhaps it was some other random action
some other small movement that was the utterly
trivial yet vitally important factor and that s
the real problem now with his wedding fast
approaching rob suddenly finds himself paralyzed
with indecision about every little thing he just
can t be sure which seemingly innocuous choice
will mean the difference between life and death
should he wash the fork or the knife first should
he step out of the shower with his left leg or his
right leg red sweater or blue one thing is certain
his fiancée jo is at her wits end to save his
relationship and his sanity rob embarks on a quest
to find out why he s still breathing when he meets
up with others who have had similar lifesaving
near misses he figures the answer must be close
but fate may just catch them yet for rob s search
to understand why he s still alive might well turn
out to be the very thing that kills them all
filled with the barbed and sparkling dialogue that
made things my girlfriend and i have argued about
a cult hit mil millington s love and other near
death experiences is a hilarious existential
romantic comedy about second guesses and second
chances



If Morning Never Comes 2003
suicide survivors describe their amazing near
death experiences

Making Sense of Near-death
Experiences 2012
meet markham a professional killer who has a near
death experience during a botched mission
determined to avoid ever returning to the hell he
glimpsed markham has dedicated himself to
balancing the scales he s going to save a life for
every life he s taken and he s taken a lot of
lives the critically acclaimed crime series is
collected for the first time featuring exclusive
bonus material

Love and Other Near-Death
Experiences 2006-02-14
this collection from the editor robert gottlieb
features twenty or so pieces he s written mostly
for the new york review of books ranging from
reconsiderations of american writers such as
dorothy parker thornton wilder thomas wolfe genius
and james jones to leonard bernstein lorenz hart
lady diana cooper the most beautiful girl in the
world the actor assassin john wilkes booth the
scandalous movie star mary astor and not yet
president donald trump amazon com



Near-Death Experiences of Suicide
Survivors 2016
what really happens when we die is there a light
at the end of the tunnel a surprising number of
people have died and lived to tell the tale 4 to 5
percent of the global population have had a near
death experience this is the encyclopaedia of this
phenomenon including crucial research regarding
the experience its after effects and the
implications for all of us who someday will shed
this mortal coil

Near Death, Vol. 1 2012-03-06
in this second collection of the series brian k
vaughan calls a killer crime book with a very
sharp hook former hitman markham has relocated to
los angeles where he continues his efforts to
balance the scales by saving people instead of
killing them but try as he might markham can t
outrun his dark past if you like thief of thieves
and fatale you ll love near death collects near
death 6 11

Near-Death Experiences . . . and
Others 2018-06-12
this book investigates the astonishing claim that
blind persons including those blind from birth can
actually see during near death or out of body
episodes the authors present their findings in



scrupulous detail investigating case histories of
blind persons who have actually reported visual
experiences under these conditions there is
fascinating evidence that the blind do see in
these moments but it is not sight as we think of
it ring and cooper suggest a kind of
transcendental awareness they refer to as
mindsight it involves seeing in detail sometimes
from all angles at once with everything in focus
and a sense of knowing the subject not just
visually but with multisensory knowledge human
beings may be more talented than we think gifted
with amazing abilities of perception this book is
an opportunity to assess the evidence for yourself

The Big Book of Near-Death
Experiences 2014-04
near death experiences tantalize the public s
interest in what lies beyond the final human
breath answers have been streaming by the
thousands during the last few decades from people
who have had them however grand designs can only
be splendidly revealed by connecting thousands of
nde accounts like a jigsaw puzzle in his
groundbreaking book psychology and the near death
experience roy l hill roughly sketches god s
canvas by integrating hundreds of nde testimonies
within the context of human psychology as an
inquisitive psychologist with strong spiritual
roots roy s book uniquely mixes academic curiosity
with a deep reverence for the sacred the reader
can expect exposure to profound spiritual insights



throughout the book systems of meaning will be
challenged new purpose will be defined and the
nature of self will be primed for discovery in
this manner psychology and the near death
experience may aid the spiritual explorer in their
search for god

Near Death, Vol. 2 2012-09-26
some people who return from the edge of death
report strange things a near death experience is
rare and life changing nobody has ever had more
than one until now why does jenny black keep
having near death experiences without almost dying

Mindsight 2008-03
covering neurological pharmacological and
psychological approaches this book examines the
constant themes that run through both positive and
negative near death experiences

Psychology and the Near-Death
Experience 2015-07-31
studies of near death experiences show that such
experiences not only provide a new certainty of
post mortem survival but often function as a call
for fundamental change in the present reported
aftereffects encompass changes in attitudes
beliefs and life orientation it is said that
experiencers have lost their fear of death found
their purpose in life or become more spiritual the



experience often declared to be indescribable
inexplicable or ineffable is held by many to be
the most important of their lives and moreover the
best proof available for matters transcendent in
what is it like to be dead jens schlieter argues
that to understand recent testimonies of near
death experiences we need to be aware of the
history of innumerable reports of earlier near
death experiences that were communicated and
handed down in scores of newspapers journals and
books collections of such testimonies have been
published for more than 150 years accompanied by
attempts to classify and interpret them schlieter
analyzes the religious relevance of near death
experiences for the experiencers themselves but
also for the growing audience attracted by these
testimonies near death experiences bear
ontological epistemic intersubjective and moral
significance ranging from reassurance that
religious experience is still possible to claims
that they initiate a new spiritual orientation in
life or offer evidence for the transcultural
validity of afterlife beliefs this study is the
first to document and analyze four centuries of
near death testimonies before the codification of
the genre in the 1970s offering the first full
account of the modern genealogy of near death
experiences

The 31 Near Death Experiences of
Jenny Black 2022-01-25
one of the world s noted authorities presents this



collection of real life stories of near death
experiences on the subject and shares her amazing
findings based on her sessions with more than 4
000 adults and children over a 40 year period

The Uttermost Deep 2000-11
discusses the near death phenomenon its after
effects and implications

What Is it Like to Be Dead?
2018-08-06

Near-Death Experiences, the Rest
of the Story 2011

Beyond the Light 1994

Whole in One 1990

Light After Death 1993
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